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INTRODUCTION
2017 has been a very special year for Frankfurt School, culminating in
the move to and ofﬁcial opening of our new campus in Frankfurt’s
Nordend district. We celebrated this special moment by inviting
more than 700 people to the opening event, including students,
alumni, employees and guests from the worlds of business, academia
and politics. The state-of-the-art infrastructure on our new campus
is our response to the increasingly sophisticated needs of our
students and teaching staff, in the form of a world-class learning
environment. Back in June, Frankfurt School was reaccredited with
the prestigious EQUIS seal of quality for another ﬁve years by the
European Foundation for Management Development – yet another
indication that our institution is well on the way to becoming one
of Europe’s leading business schools.
In the following Annual Report for 2017, you will ﬁnd a detailed
overview of the year’s highlights, as well as key facts and ﬁgures.

PROFESSOR DR NILS STIEGLITZ
President Frankfurt School of Finance & Management

HIGHLIGHTS 2017
FRANKFURT SCHOOL SETS UP
BLOCKCHAIN CENTER
In February 2017, Frankfurt School set up the Frankfurt School
Blockchain Center – the ﬁrst such initiative by a German business
school. The new Center is intended to function as a thinktank
and research centre focusing on the implications of blockchain
technology for businesses and the economy as a whole. The Center
also acts as a knowledge-sharing platform for decision-makers and
business startups, as well as experts in technology and industry. It
will give fresh impetus to academic research and develop training
courses for students and executives alike. The Blockchain Center’s
main priorities are banking, Energy 4.0 and mobility.

FIRST START-UP NIGHT
AT FRANKFURT SCHOOL
In March 2017, Frankfurt School hosted the business school’s ﬁrst
StartUp Night. More than 50 startup businesses, as well as 400 or
so guests, attended the on-campus recruitment and networking
event. Students, founders and startup community representatives
made the most of this opportunity to exchange ideas and discuss
career prospects, internships, their own startup ideas or the next
round of ﬁnancing. In parallel, a panel of experts debated the question
of how to bring talented people on board for processes of so-called
“creative destruction”. Many business founders who previously
graduated from Frankfurt School also took part in the event.

FRANKFURT SCHOOL REACCREDITED BY
EQUIS FOR FIVE YEARS
In June 2017, the European Foundation for Management Development
(EFMD) reaccredited Frankfurt School with the internationally
respected EQUIS seal of quality for a full ﬁve years – the longest
period for which EQUIS accreditation can be awarded. This makes
Frankfurt School one of six business-school faculties in Germany
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to hold this mark of excellence. To be eligible for EQUIS accreditation,
institutions must comply with international quality standards
across all their activities – such as research, teaching and executive
education –, as well as demonstrating a high level of international
involvement.

BUILDING FRANKFURT SCHOOL’S FUTURE:
OFFICIAL OPENING OF NEW CAMPUS
October 26, 2017, saw a milestone in Frankfurt School’s development
when the business school officially opened its new campus in
Frankfurt’s Nordend district. More than 700 people attended the
event, including numerous guests from the worlds of business,
academia and politics, as well as employees, students and their
parents, and alumni. With its spacious mall, the new building is
totally focused on communication and openness – the central “Zeil
of Knowledge” is a large open space that positively encourages
people to meet and interact.

GREEN FINANCE CLUSTER FRANKFURT IS
LAUNCHED, BASED AT FRANKFURT SCHOOL
At the instigation of the Hessian Ministry of Economics, the Green
Finance Cluster Frankfurt was set up to strengthen a climate-friendly,
sustainable economy. Apart from Frankfurt School, other members
of the cluster include Wirtschafts- und Infrastrukturbank Hessen
(WIBank), the KfW banking group, the Center for Financial Studies
at Frankfurt’s Goethe University, the Association for Environmental
Management and Sustainability in Financial Institutions (VfU) and
the TechQuartier business incubator. The Green Finance Cluster
is hosted by the Frankfurt School-UNEP Collaborating Centre for
Climate & Sustainable Energy Finance. The cluster’s ﬁrst projects
are dedicated to, among other things, the search for methods to
better understand the correlations between ﬁnancial ventures and
climate goals, as well as the associated risks.

RANKINGS &
ACCREDITATIONS
QS GLOBAL 100 EMBA RANKING 2017
#1 EMBA IN GERMANY
#28 IN EUROPE
QS GLOBAL 250 BUSINESS SCHOOLS REPORT 2017
#1 FOR EMPLOYABILITY IN GERMANY
#18 IN EUROPE
CHE – CENTRUM FÜR HOCHSCHULENTWICKLUNG 2017
#3 HIGHEST PLACED UNIVERSITY IN GERMANY
FT MASTER OF FINANCE RANKING 2017
#1 IN GERMANY
#28 GLOBALLY
FT MASTER IN MANAGEMENT RANKING 2017
#4 IN GERMANY
#41 GLOBALLY
FT EUROPEAN BUSINESS SCHOOL RANKING 2017
#3 IN GERMANY
#35 IN EUROPE
FT EXECUTIVE MBA RANKING 2017
#5 IN GERMANY
#92 GLOBALLY
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FRANKFURT SCHOOL
AT A GLANCE FACTS & FIGURES
OUR EMPLOYEES

OUR LOCATIONS

506

Main Campus Frankfurt am Main
2 Study centres – Hamburg and Munich
5 International ofﬁces – Amman/Ankara/Mumbai/Nairobi/Peking
Project ofﬁces around the world and advisory mandats in
emerging and developing nations
International educational projects such as the Kinshasa EMBA Democratic Republic of Congo.

OUR FACULTY

62

14

7

63

14

PROFFESSORS

ADJUNCT AND
HONORARY
PROFFESSORS

LECTURERS

DOCTORAL
CANDIDATES

PROGRAMME
DIRECTORS

SUBSIDARIES
eﬁport GmbH (digital media, campus learning management [CLM]
systems and conferences)
Frankfurt School Financial Services GmbH (responsible ﬁnancial asset
management)

77,7 MIO €
REVENUE
(including subsidaries)

STUDENTS

2.308

737

STUDENTS
ENROLLED IN ACADEMIC PROGRAMMES
ACADEMIC YEAR 2017/2018

OF WHOM ARE
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
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656
GRADUTAES OF 2016/2017
ACADEMIC PROGRAMMES
(including our doctoral programme)

king

A-

SPONSORSHIP
Frankfurt School ranks among Germany’s leading business schools.
Thanks to generous contributions by donors, the business school
continues to improve its research and teaching activities, as well
as its infrastructure. The donations support talented young people
from around the world hoping to play responsible roles in business
and society, as well as research projects addressing current challenges.

BREAKDOWN OF DONATIONS IN 2017

In 2017, alumni, private individuals and companies once again
showed their support for Frankfurt School by making donations.
The sum total of the donations made to the Frankfurt School of
Finance & Management Foundation and Frankfurt School of
Finance & Management gGmbH was €772,746.

LARGEST SINGLE DONATIONS IN 2017

donations for the new campus, including crowdfunding:
690.637 Euro (89 percent)
Smaller donations: 8.309 Euro (1 percent)
Deutschlandstipendium scholarships: 73.800 Euro (10 percent)

200.000 Euro: Deloitte GmbH Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft
200.000 Euro: Leonhard Fischer
125.000 Euro: Claus Wisser
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RESEARCH
& FACULTY
Once again, the Frankfurt School faculty grew substantially during the year under review. By December 2017, 62 professors, 14 visiting
and honorary professors and 21 full-time lecturers, postdocs and programme directors were working at the business school, making the
Frankfurt School faculty one of the largest ﬁnance, business and economics faculties in Germany.
Frankfurt School welcomed the following new faculty members in 2017:
Professor Dr Sebastian Ebert, Professor of Microeconomics, Economics Department
Professor Dr Florian Ellsäßer, Assistant Professor of International Entrepreneurship, Management Department
Professor Dr Katharina Hombach, Assistant Professor of Accounting, Accounting Department
Professor Roland Koch, Professor of Management Practice in Regulated Environments, Management Department
Professor Dr Tetyana Kosyakova, Assistant Professor of Marketing, Management Department
Professor Dr Sebastian Köhler, Assistant Professor of Philosophy, Philosophy & Law Department
Professor Dr Claus Rerup, Professor of Management, Management Department
Professor Dr Francesco Sangiorgi, Associate Professor of Finance, Finance Department
Professor Dr Sascha Steffen, Professor of Finance, Finance Department
Professor Dr Laurence van Lent, Professor of Accounting and Economics, Accounting Department
Professor Dr Gregory Wheeler, Professor of Philosophy and Computer Science, Philosophy & Law Department
Professor Dr Andreas Wihler, Assistant Professor of Organizational Behaviour, Management Department
The following faculty members left Frankfurt School in 2017: Professor Dr Myriam Bechtoldt, Professor Dr Matthijs Breugem, Professor
Dr Martin Hellmich and Professor Dr Paul Günter Schmidt.
Success in attracting highly qualiﬁed academic staff has enhanced Frankfurt School’s international proﬁle and appeal, establishing it as
one of the leading business schools in Europe. This is also reﬂected by Frankfurt School’s publication proﬁle (56 publications over a 5-year
period, counting all those included in the list of publications drawn up by the University of Texas in Dallas, which covers 24 leading
business and economics journals). In terms of number of publications, Frankfurt School ranks among the top 20 business schools in Europe.
Frankfurt School’s research activities address a wide range of the world’s most topical economic and social challenges.

THREE EXAMPLES:
The annual Global Trends in Renewable Energy Investment report compiled by the Frankfurt School-UNEP Collaborating Centre for
Climate & Sustainable Energy Finance and co-published by the business school in a joint venture with Bloomberg, has the broadest
distribution. The report, co-authored by Professor Dr Ulf Moslener, Professor of Sustainable Energy Finance, provides an overview
of trending investments in environmentally friendly energy production, and has become an important tool in global sustainability efforts.
Professor Dr Sascha Steffen, Professor of Finance, presented his research on ﬁnancial stability – with particular emphasis on the risks
associated with government bonds held by banks – to the European Parliament.
Professor Dr Olaf Stotz, Professor of Asset Management, has continued his research on the cost of guarantees associated with old-age
pensions and pension beneﬁts, published in 2016. The results of his previous research have been further enhanced. With decreasing
interest rates, costs for capital guarantees increase. Hence, the premium guarantee´s price-performance ratio in pension provision
decreases. With his research Professor Stotz has made important proposals for the reform of company and private pension schemes.
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ACADEMIC PROGRAMMES
2017/2018
Frankfurt School offers excellent teaching, individual support and personal contact with faculty staff on a campus with cutting-edge
infrastructure. In 2017, the business school ran the following academic programmes:

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
WITH THE FOLLOWING CONCENTRATIONS:
Banking & Finance
Business Administration
Business Administration specialising in Auditing
Digital Innovation & Fintech
International Management
Management, Philosophy & Economics
Marketing
Business IT
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN FINANCE & MANAGEMENT –
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME WITH
CONCENTRATIONS IN:
Banking
General Management

MASTER PROGRAMMES
Master in Auditing
Master of Finance
Master in Management
Master of Mergers & Acquisitions (LLM)
Master of Leadership in Development Finance (MA) – online
MBA AND EMBA PROGRAMMES
Executive MBA
MBA in International Healthcare Management
The Frankfurt MBA (full-time)
The Frankfurt MBA (part-time)
The Kinshasa MBA for Executives
DOCTORAL PROGAMMES
Accounting
Finance
Management
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PROFESSIONAL &
EXECUTIVE EDUCATION
In addition to academic programmes, Frankfurt School offers work-study programmes for training and continuing professional development.
These include CPD courses for executives tailored to the speciﬁc requirements of participants and companies ranging from automotive
manufacturers to pharmaceutical companies, IT ﬁrms to ﬁnancial institutions.

2017: YEAR
43.440 course participants in total
493 open seminars / 6.107 participants
1.104 in-house seminars / 37.333 participants

GRADUATES WHO COMPLETED
CPD PROGRAMMES
Banking Specialist course: 781
Bank Administrator course: 587
Management Studies course: 193

23 open e-learning programmes
255 in-house e-learning programmes

OUTSTANDING PROJECTS IN 2017
Frankfurt School as sourcing partner
Working closely with Frankfurt School subsidiary eﬁport GmbH,
the Professional & Executive Education department has been put
in charge of managing every aspect of all e-learning activities on
behalf of an international retail and commercial bank. This means
that Frankfurt School will now act as the single-source provider
of all content and administrative services. The various e-learning
programmes include statutory training courses, banking product
and software training courses for international core markets, and
training courses tailored to speciﬁc customer requirements.
The Professional & Executive Education department is entirely
responsible for managing four areas of activity:
Sourcing content (research, licence management, update
management and reporting)
Implementing and testing training courses
Developing new courses and customised productions
(development, storyboarding, project and process management)
Administration and organisation (providing participants and
learning platforms with content, organising and marking
examinations, evaluation)
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Blended-learning concept for staff training
at a major German bank
Together with eﬁport GmbH, Frankfurt School’s Lending Business &
Corporate Finance Competence Centre is designing and implementing a
comprehensive staff development programme on behalf of a
major German bank for more than 1,000 employees involved in
corporate banking activities. The programme concept includes
learning pathways that will allow individual employees to develop
their careers from wherever they are currently positioned in the
organisation. The programme structure, along with the varied mix
of study formats (online media, hands-on workshops, case studies,
webinars, video presentations by experts, etc.), support a wide
variety of learning approaches, enabling individuals to build up
their knowledge as they prepare to take the next step in their
careers. eﬁport GmbH has been producing online study materials
for the programme since mid-2017.

INTERNATIONAL
ADVISORY SERVICES
International Advisory Services (IAS) have been helping Frankfurt School
to develop ﬁnancial markets in emerging and developing nations
around the world since the early 1990s. IAS experts contribute by
taking on practical consulting projects. IAS manages projects in
more than 100 countries, in close collaboration with development
finance institutions such as EBRD, KfW and the World Bank.

IAS ADVISORY BUSINESS
The goals set for IAS’s traditional advisory business were exceeded
in 2017; the major contributing factor here was the KfW Green
Housing Fund project.
KfW Green Housing Fund
Many countries in South-East Asia are struggling with a drastic
shortage of affordable housing coupled with rapidly growing
populations. At the same time, there is more and more interest in
energy-efﬁcient housing. The housing supply deﬁcit is primarily due
to a lack of ﬁnancing and development funding instruments for
property developers. Consequently, KfW has mandated IAS to conduct
a survey in India, Indonesia and the Philippines with the aim of
developing a regional fund structure for making ﬁnance available to
property developers. The study’s preliminary results conﬁrm a vast
investment backlog of around €10 billion in the “green” housing
construction sector – especially in India. Establishing a fund structure
in Singapore is considered the most sensible approach to providing
future support for other countries in the region.

FS-UNEP COLLABORATING CENTRE FOR
CLIMATE & SUSTAINABLE ENERGY FINANCE
The Centre is a strategic joint venture between Frankfurt School
and the United Nations Environment Programme. The project is
sponsored by the Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature
Conservation and Nuclear Safety.

Green Finance Cluster Frankfurt e.V. (GFCF)
The signiﬁcance of sustainable ﬁnance is steadily growing. The newly
established cluster is positioning itself proactively in this ﬁeld in
order to take full advantage of opportunities and synergies associated
with future research needs and advisory business. The Green Finance
Cluster was founded on the initiative of the Hessian Ministry of
Economics with the aim of helping to build a climate-friendly,
sustainable economy. The cluster is based at Frankfurt School and
hosted by the FS-UNEP Centre.

INTERNATIONAL OFFICE
The International Ofﬁce is responsible for international student
recruitment, partner universities and International Executive Education.
The latter is divided into Development Finance e-learning programmes
and Customised Executive Education. Frankfurt School staff travelled
to career fairs around the world to promote the business school to
international students. Stepping up Frankfurt School’s international
presence has paid off: at the start of the 2017/2018 academic
year, the number of international students opting for a course at
the business school increased to 317 from 302 in the previous
year. Also in 2017, Frankfurt School succeeded in adding several
prestigious university partners to the existing 125-partner network,
including triple-crown accredited academic institutions such as
EDHEC Business School in France.
EMBA Kinshasa
One of the highlights of International Ofﬁce activities in 2017 was
the redesign of the MBA for Executives at the Université Protestante
au Congo (UPC) in Kinshasa. The biggest change is that Frankfurt
School itself will now award the diploma, which means that all
quality standards currently in force in Frankfurt must now be
applied in Kinshasa (e.g. increasing the number of hours in each
module compared to the collaborative model). The programme is
largely based on the Frankfurt EMBA and consequently beneﬁts
from synergies in the design of the programme and study materials.
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Frankfurt School of Finance & Management gGmbH
Adickesallee 32-34
60322 Frankfurt am Main
Germany
Tel.:
+49 69 154008-0
Fax.:
+49 69 154008-650
E-mail: info@fs.de
www.frankfurt-school.de

@frankfurtschool
facebook.com/FrankfurtSchool
youtube.com/FrankfurtSchoolLive
linkedin.com/company/frankfurtschool
instagram.com/frankfurtschool

